
OVERVIEW

CSW’s Vulnerability Management as a Service provides vulnerability scanning, integrated threat contextualization, 

business criticality, and risk escalation for exposures and threats actively trending in the wild.

Our security experts perform full-stack scanning from infrastructure to code and help organizations to quickly identify, 

validate, and remediate vulnerabilities based on exploit weaponizations. CSW will become your extended security force 

and will work with your team to improve your organization’s security posture.

OUR APPROACH

       Full-stack scanning from infrastructure to code.

Identify, investigate, validate and prioritize vulnerabilities based 
on exploit weaponization in the wild.

Our RBVM platform maps vulnerabilities by criticality, exploitability 
and provides threat context.

Prioritize vulnerabilities holistically by viewing network, system, app, 
container, cloud configuration, SAST, DAST, and manual pen-tests together.

OUR METHODOLOGY

We use your scanners to assimilate data along with our scanners 
& proprietary scripts

Investigate and map vulnerabilities to threats & exploits

Prioritize vulnerabilities based on weaponization, impact, and criticality 
of the asset.

Chart out a remediation plan

WHAT DO YOU GET?

A SECURE ENVIRONMENT
Map vulnerabilities to known threats and prioritize by criticality, 
exploits & impact

COST-EFFECTIVE SECURITY
Save on FTE cost, resources, tools & license.

REMEDIATION WITH MINIMUM CHAOS
Structured easy-to-understand remediation plan layered with scans 
& rescans

BOOST IN SECURITY POSTURE
Improve your security potential and reduce security debt

Detect, 
Prioritize & 
Remediate

100+ 
pentesters & 

analysts

 45+ 
zero days 

discovered

6.5 
Million leaked 

credentials 
discovered

APPROVED SCANNING 
VENDOR

Vulnerability Management as a Service (VMaaS)
Let’s reduce your security debt

https://cybersecurityworks.com/


WHY DO YOU NEED US

CSW’s Vulnerability Management as a Service provides vulnerability scanning, integrated threat contextualization, 

business criticality, and risk escalation for exposures and threats actively trending in the wild. 

Our security experts perform full-stack scanning from infrastructure to code and help organizations to quickly 

identify, validate, and remediate vulnerabilities based on exploit weaponizations. CSW will become your extended 

security force and will work with your team to improve your organization’s security posture.Vulnerability 

management is a continuous process that can counter the evolving threat landscape.  Here is how we can help you -

Help understand the attacker’s 
perspective to find what 
vulnerability attracts them the 
most. 

Tailor the VMaaS process based 
on your business needs and the 
unique threats that you face.

Detailed proof-of-concept.

Recommendations, remediation 
guides, specific fixes & support. 

KEY BENEFITS

Save on FTE costs

Improve your
security posture

Improve productivity 
while we focus on 
security

Get actionable 
Intelligence, metrics 
& reports

Fast remediation 

Proactive support

Prioritized vulnerabilities based 
on threats, exploits, malware & 
APT Groups.

Proactively neutralize threats as 
they emerge and help stay a leap 
ahead of threat actors.

Provide you with a dedicated expert 
that will focus on your vulnerabilities 
and weaknesses, leaving you free to 
build your infrastructure without fear 
of being breached.

MITRE ATT&CK Matrix & simulating a 
threat actor’s movement.

WHAT TO EXPECT IN OUR REPORT

Follow us at Linkedin | Twitter | Facebook | Instagram

Cyber Security Works    |    info@cybersecurityworks.com    |    www.cybersecurityworks.com  

Vulnerability Management as a Service (VMaaS)
Let’s reduce your security debt

Reach out to us to reduce 
risk and exposure.

To schedule a 
consultation write to 
info@cybersecurityworks.com  
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